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Recognizing a (fertile) Gap:
Issues of Materials, Constructionand Building
Assembly in the Foundation Design Studio
PATRICIA KUCKER
University of Virginia

For these qualities which are expressive of a relation
of form to force, the tectonic should be reserved ...Thus
structure, the intangible concept is realized through
construction and given expression through tectonics.
When a structural concept has found its implication
through construction, the visual result will affect us
through certain expressive qualities ...
- Eduard Sekler, "Structure, Construction, Tectonics,"

in Structure in Art and Science
Architecture speaks through a language of space, fonn and
perhaps most significantly, tangible materials which are
brought together with purposeful intention. When describing the design process of architecture, no single point of
view, simple statement or emerging theory can concisely or
adequately be inclusive of the breadth and colnplexity of the
architectural issues to be considered. However, we can be
sure that the conception of architecture is inextricably linked
to one's knowledge of the history of buildings, their "built
fonn", the physical act of building and the laws of applied
science. Irrespective of the role of theoretical and "paper"
architectural projects, buildings exist in our world as objective material fact and with this in mind, it is argued that the
way a building cornes into being, the way building fonn and
material are physically assembled relative to inherent structural forces, is a fundamental aspect of the discipline and
practice of architecture.
Historically the architect's roles in the process of building
has been multifaceted and shifting: architect as master
builder, architect as artist, architect as craftsman, and the
design / build architect, are all roles that are the basis of an
extensive, comprehensive job description for the architect.
However, in twentieth century contemporary practice,
Guiseppe Zarnbonini in his essay "Notes on a Theory of
Making" observes a total segregation ofthe process ofdcsign
and the process of building. He proposes that this gap is an
outgrowth of the standardized project delivery system most
typical in the United States.' Za~nboninihrther cxprcsscs
regret for the systematic limitation of professional liability

where today's architect designs but is isolated from construction, and as well, today's contractor builds but is often
isolated from design. The architect's involvement in construction processes is now specified as a legal condition of
architectural practice. This limited role is supported by the
American Institute of Architects' description of contracted
architectural services, and to be clear: the architect's role is
to perform construction observation rather than a former role
of construction supervisor.*
Architecture and construction must be taught and
practiced together: construction is the means; architecture the end result.
-Viollet-le-Duc, Dictionaire raisonnd
The history of architectural education reveals that the
atelier system of the eighteenth century Ecole des Beaux
Arts is the model for the central position ofthe design studio
in professional programs of architecture in the United
States today. Although this model has been modified by the
German Bauhaus-ian paradigm, it is the design of form that
remains as the central focus of an architect's education.'
The current education of undergraduate architects provides
courses in building technologies and materials which have
a decidedly practical aura. These courses have little or even
at times no direct connection to the conceptual and a r t h l
methodology for the generation of form which takes place
in the design studio. The subject of building technology,
material properties, and structural asselnblies should hold
a fundamental role in any program curricula. However,
most building technology courses are usually not taught by
studio instructors, but rather by a group of instructors who
often hold the role of (as needed) technology consultants to
the design studio. And, although the integration of support
courses in building systems may occasionally find a role in
design studio activities, generally, these concerns are relegated to the margins or seen as a secondary to the task of
design. Most troubling and very common is the relationship
between the issues of building technologies and the schematic design work ofthe studio when a student's queries are
rooted in either the practicality of structure and function:
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how will I hold this y1.? o r the artful scenographics of style:
w~lzardo I ~ ~ it to
n look
t like. Rarely in a studio design
curricuiuln are standard building construction systems,
technologies and issues of materiality introduced or prcsented as a systematic set of relationships which are intimately tied to fundamental basic architectural design issues
of space, form, occupation, aesthetics and poetic experience."

rative efforts of collegues." In this five year Bachelor of
Architecture curriculum. the sccond year follows first year
studio investigations that are rooted in the develop~nentof a
perceptual awareness as the fundamental grounding for
creative making. This first year design work investigates the
generation and morphology of form and elnploys a broad
range of drawing and modeling tools, but without any direct
architectural reference in the work. Historically, the second
year students in the fall semester study and explore the issues
Every material possess its own language of fonns and
of a forlnal architectural language and space making. In the
none may lay claim for itself to the forms of another
spring semester, seminal exercises that research and invesmaterial. For the fonns have been constructcd out of
tigate constructional asse~nblicsand structural systems prothe applicability and methods of production of matevide a "base architectural language" to be hrther developed
rials. They have come into being with and through
and employed in the design studio. Working in this specific
materials.
manner intends to confront the (fertile) gap between the
- Adolf Loos,
abstract and fonnal ideas of design and the actuality of
Principles of Cladding in Spokeien iiito the Void
building in order to promote these issues as an integral and
Eduard Sekler's 1965 discussion of the often misunderproductive part of design studio practice. The unfolding
stood triad of Structure, Constrzlction and Tectonics, prosemester's exercises are vehicles for reiterating and demonposes a fundalnental existence and relevance of the tectonic
strating these issues as related to tectonic expression, mateexpression in architecture.' Seklcr's relationship between
rial fonn, assembly and spatial conditions. In 1994, when
construction and tectonics alludes not to the ~ncchanical these exercises researching constructional assemblies were
revelation of construction practices, but rather to a potenfirst given, the studio pursued the design and development of
tially poetic manifestat~on of visible and tangible fonn
an exterior wall and interior wall and acknowledged that both
which results from the process of construction. Tectonic
of these walls functioned to simultaneously cut and separate
expression considered by Sekler returns our notions of
spaces as well as to join and connect them. The degree of
"structure" to a much broader definition ofan or~guizizatioi~czl connection and the hnction of the connection (literal or
concept o r ideu which gains its fonn and expression through
virtual, technical or symbolic, ontological or representaa specific structural system and construction method. With
tional) were considered as an integral part of the evolving
this in mind, the activity of the tectonic can then be bound to
vocabulary of the structure, fonn and order of the wall. These
the original Greek sense ofpoesis as a reciprocally infonned
walls and spaces were intended to be the foil for the activities
act of muking arid rel,ealii~g.Thusas a truly poetic act, the
of two twin brothers, one a poet and the other a prosaic
tectonic expression promotes the arthl manifestation of the
rationalist who will co-author a novel.'0 During 1994, the
concept of structure within or through a codified practice of
sequence of initial exercises expanded and lead into the
assembly and construction. We may also consider the
semester's work that focused on the development of spatial
specific word techi~olom,and notice the Greek root fonn
conditions within the totality of the structural system of the
techne; a root form which also appears in architecture
wall assembly. The profound issues of joints and connecreminding us of the basic human activity of constructing or
tions remained an integral part of the design work and in
fabricating with the intention of giving visible shape and
addition, the process of construction and methods of assemfonn. Definitions of the root techne often give reference to
bly were forefronted and design began with the foundations.
the craft of the carpenter, further supporting our considerThis studio worked through the design of a modest volumetation of the crafting of a fonn.' For the practicing architect
ric spatial program that required the students to author a
and aspiring student of architecture the physical properties
narrative of occupation and the development of a "conand methods of building construction, technologies and
structed" site condition.
materials must not be thought of as serving primarily h n c The first introductory exercise, albeit naively titled "The
tional and technical concerns to be worked out later, but
Wall," focuses on what is often given, by young students. the
rather considered as funda~nentalcomponents of any archicursory consideration of either a ubiquitous surface acting as
tectural fonn and recognized for their utility, but also for
an enclosing wrapper or the role of a decorated billboard.''
their potential symbolic, cultural and aesthetic content."
Pedagogically. the exercise and the student's work is directed to explore two often misunderstood and even preconceived concepts. The first concept. structure is reconsidered
STUDIO EXERCISES + TEACHING STRATEGIES
as a primary ordering principle which can be understood as
This studio work was completed within a second year
latently present in any wall assembly. The second concept,
foundation design studio arid represents the refinement of
constructioii is then thought of as the conscious activity or
method of putting something together; most simply conpedagogic issues which evolved over several years of teachceived as accepted standard building practices. These two
ing in the second year with the critical appraisal and collabo-
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concepts are intended to assist in the understanding of
building technologies as an organization and classification
systeln based on the existence of constituent elernents and
the use of consistent rules and procedures. Although perhaps
an oversimplification. in this exercise the broad description
of wall or enclosure is divided into three useful categories of
assemblies: a). Mass + Piling, b). Frame + Skin, c). Fralne +
Infill. These categories are further elaborated with material
and operational subdivisions that are specific to each assembly. In the studio work, each student is responsible for
researching the constituent cletnents of their wall. which is
an activity usually infonned by understanding the process
and specific rules and methods for assembly. Each student is
also responsible for providing a variety of exalnples of the
wall assembly type within the assigned classification. For
example, a student may be researching a wall under the
category of Fralne + Skin, and therefore working on a steel
frame with a curtain wall or with the classification of Mass
+ Piling, perhaps the student will investigate brick cavity
wall construction. In all cases, the students also investigate
and present what would be considered a typical colnpanion
roof and floor asselnbly for their wall assembly.
In the studio, the student's developinent of typical 314"
wall sections with a bay of resulting elevations, shadow
studies and axonometrics, including exploded axonolnetric
studies, assist the students to identify and ultilnately to
present to the class, a "re-assembly" of the constituent
elements, and the order and rules (the structur-e) of their
specific wall enclosure. The most basic of pre~nisesand
principles begin to emerge: masonry I mass (anything that is
piled up) is concerned with its innate density and the crafting
of voids as openings. Frames, on the other hand, are
conceptually understood as being able to define or imply the
boundary of a much larger volurne(s) through a system of
c o l u m s and b e a m with the inclusion of various methods of
enclosures, Infill or cladding and skinning. To continue, the
assclnbly ofa built up and clad I skin or diaphragm on a fraine
acts as a massive and planar structural element, much like a
load bearing wall rather than a structural framc.I2To this end,
some of the Frame + Skin assemblies often use a limited
systeln of platfonns and walls as a construction method for
building-such that a platform is crafted to support walls
which in turn support the addition of platfonns which will
further support walls, and so forth and so on.
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Fig. 1. The Wall exercise 1995: model

The details are then the locii where knowledge is of an
order.. .
- Marco Frascari, The-Tell-the-tale Detail
To extend these emerging concepts and the knowledge of
the basic principles and potential design opportunities within
the construction systems, the students next focus their investigations on archetypal conditions ofjuncture along the wall:
the joint of wall to the earth (foundations). the joint of wall
to the sky (roof), the joint of wall to the floor and the joint of
wall to wall (comer). The next studio exercise proposes
an
- inspection of these joint conditions and their attendant

Fig. 2. The Wall exercise 1995: model.

ARCHITECTURE MATERIAL AND IMAGINED

ing: mortar, point connections and nails are integral to the
nature or method of any construction system. In addition,
any method of binding (joining) proposes an implied ordering and proportional system rooted in the condition of
materials related to the method of joining. Consider for a
moment the correlation between the material proportional
systems of steel and masonry construction. and the connections implicit in steel frame construction relative to the
connections in masonry construction. The studio exercises
also consider the condition of a joint as an opportunity for
explaining the relationship between the things adjoined
when discussing for example, the conception and role of a
joint which brings together two dissiinilar materials or
perhaps even two dissimilar structures. With this in mind, in
a short design exercise the student proposes and develops the
design of several walls (often the wall asselnbly researched,
but not always the case) in order to focus on the tectonic and
poetic expression of the condition, assembly and construction of joints between the realms of inside and outside,
between like and dislike ntaterial conditions and finally
between material and imnzaterial conditions.

STRUCTURE, CONSTRUCTION AND TECTONICS
For many young students the tenn structure and construction
are all too familiar, with finnly rooted connotations. Begin-

Fig. 3. The Wall exercise 1994: axono~netricstudy.

details to reveal specific formal, material, and significant
spatial associations which are related to each condition and
constructional asseinbly." For example, when considering
the juncture at the earth, it is a masonry wall that grows from
a deeply embedded condition within the earth and in contrast
the structural frame wall intends to rest lightly upon the earth
with only a puncture to dcliver the frame's foundation into
the earth. With this in mind, the student's can begin to
identify through the relatively simple form and organization
of the foundation, the resulting structural elements and
characteristics of the enclosure systems as well as the
premises of spatial character. The students revisit and
reconsider the foundation later on in the studio exercises to
understand its potency as an earth work and site construction
in an effort to knit together the condition ofcarth and site with
the building structure and construction. When considering
joints, the students also confront two elemental construction
principles as related to the fonn of any specific technology:
gravity and hinding.I4 These two principles are perceived as
inaterial conventions as well as joining operations which
influence form and space and have significant material and
fonnal conditions. Issues of gravity and binding are also a
basis for understanding hierarchical relationship of parts (in
both structure and construction) within the wall assembly.
Simply and conceptually understood, the methods of bind-

Fig. 4. The Wall exercise 1995: axonometric study.
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ning a studio project with the reality of inaterials enthuses
some studcnts who sense that we are finally going to "do
architecture" and incenses othcr students who intend to
embrace the often capricious will of the artful architect.
However, placing the issues oftectonic expression in a larger
realm of ideas and conceptual thought seems a strategic way
to enter the design studio. To broaden an understanding of
both the architectural quality of the tenn structure as well as
its larger principles. the studio discusses and explores this
definition relative to: the structure of a conversation, the
structure of a film, the structure of a painting and finally the
structure of a wall section. This analysis also helps us
understand why we so quickly and off handed-ly refer to a
building as a "wood structure" or become consciously aware
of the significant if not profound role of a "building's
structure." Structure as an idea in the studio is discussed as
a conceptual and abstract term referring to a system of
constituent relationships; an order of ideas and forms which
are the basis for an assemblage of some kind. The term
construction on the other hand is defined as the process of
realization or actualization of a concept or systeln of relations. The construction process could then be proposed
through a variety of possible accepted methods or conventions of realization.'' Ultimately, the appropriate (expressive) relationship between structure and construction de-

Fig. 6. Design study of exterior wall assembly 1994

Fig. 5 . The Wall exercise 1995:axonometric study (Kemner studio
section).

pends upon the architect, artist or designer's skill and ability
to judge and design.
The studio pedagogy discussed in this paper intends to
present building technology and materials as a constituent
component of the art of architecture and no st significantly,
proposes to place these issues at the core of the foundation
design students' exploration of fonn, and space. This
manner of working engages the speculative and prepositional activity of design with the materials and methods of
the artifact's production very early in one's education, to be
extended and built upon by subsequent studio projects. The
central premises and goals of the studio exercise are hrther
developed as follows:
building technologies to be understood as a systematic
construct related to the language and order of architectural form and space. This is a proposition of and for the
necessary simultaneous consideration of form, space and
material assemblies in the production of an architecture.
building technology to be understood as an organization
and classification systeln of practical applications based
on constituent elements and consistent rules which support identifiable aesthetic qualities and specific characters of form and poetic experience.
building technology to be identified as a systeln of
relationships of fonns and practices with the significant
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Fig. 7. Semester end studio project 1994.

capacity to manifest ~netaphysical,cultural and phenomenological relationships and ideals.
The engineers of today make use of the primary
elements and by coordinating them in accordance with
the rules, provoke in us architectural elnotions and thus
make the work of inan ring in unison with universal
order.
- Le Corbusier, Towards a New Architecture

THE PRACTICE AND DESIGN OF CONSTRUCTION
At present, professional programs in architecture find it
logistically impossible to teach 'actual' construction and do
their best to substitute a limited "visit" to the issue of
construction through the mock-up of a detail perhaps via a
basswood model or a Inore realistic full scale construction
which always aspires to more superior materials and higher
levels of acco~nplishedcraft. With these visits to construction issues, the emphasis and valuc of the exercises is finnly
placed in the student's e,xperience of the construction process.'" Although these are very admirable studio options and
programs, unfortunately there is always a limited number of
students who can participate. The time constraints of the
semester often work well with construction techniques and
methods directed toward siinple residential framing and
other building techniques that. although once part of our
shared cultural knowledge, do not, however, approach the
vastness of construction systeil~ssignificant to the production of architecture today. As educators we need to address
the profound correlation between the knowledge and skills
for constr.ucting in the,field versus the knowledge and skill
required for the riesign o/'co~l.r.tt.uction.
Within most five year Bachelor of Architecture degree
programs, issues of building technologies, construction and
Inaterials are typically introduced in the upper levels of the
~
considering inost
third or fourth year c ~ r r i c u l u r n . ' When
core or foundation design programs, a student's first two of
the three years of studio work focuses on the design of fonn
without specific consideration to the inevitability of construction. Generally, architectural progralns are structured
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with material, building technologies and building systems as
.s~ippor.tlecture courses to the sjnthetic studio. Thus, the
reinarkable synthesis and transformation of the practical and
functional aspects of building systems and construction, is a
responsibility that rests with the individual student.
The critical relationship of building and construction to
architecture is included in most historic treatises on architecture: Vitruvius' Ten Books on Architecture, Palladia's Four
Books on Architecture, Alberti's On the Art of Bztildirzg in
Ten B o o k , Viollet le Duc's Dictionaire raissonne, Gottfried
Semper's St9e in the Technical a~zdTectonic Arts 01,Pructicul Ae.~thetics,yet this significant history of the relationship between building, construction and materiality as a
constituent element of the language of architecture remains
widely ignored in today's educational model. We inust reconsider the potent and imaginative content of technology by
going beyond the satisfaction of hnctional requirements and
open the creative and imaginative possibilities of technical
means involved in building construction concurrent with
design evolution of architectural space and fonn. Further,
the incorporation of issues of tectonics, technology and
construction in design studios lays a foundation for understanding a broad and comprehensive architectural discipline
with its aspects of history and practice, cultural meaning and
individual experience poignantly captured in a constructed
language of space, fonn and material relations.

Fig. 8. Foundation studies for two volumes 1995.
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Ultimately, the flying buttress learned to talk, thc rib
learned to work. and both lcamcd to proclai~nwhat
they were doing in a language inore circumstantial.
explicit and omate than was necessary for mere efficiency.
- Elwin Panofsky,
Gothic Architecture and Scltolasticisrn

CONCLUSIONS
The evolving design studio pedagogy presented in this paper
proposes to introduce in the education of an architect the
knowledge of building technologies and materials as a
malleable organization and classification system ofpractical
applications. These organizations and classifications are
based on constituent elements and consistent rules which
support identifiable aesthetic qualities and manifest specific
characters of fonn, space and poetic experience. What we
must clearly understand is that when design concepts and
fonns are not generated through the guise ofconstruction and
making, they cannot hope to allude to an architectural
eventuality. When the building of architecture is approached
as an organization system which encompasses aesthetic,
formal and practical applications, there is the facility and
artistry to transcend the colmnon understanding of building
technologies and materials acquired by rote mechanics of
lecture and evaluated regurgitation.
Most significant to the educational and professional
prolnisc ofthc next generation of (global) architects is a keen
ability to understand both the conceptual and practical, the
enlpirical and rational in order to develop well considered
options and alternatives. This type of thinking understands
the fonnulation of an architecture as a concatenation of
architectural premises which include the inevitability of
construction and materiality. At the root ofthis process is the
ability to think in simple tenns, to proceed from generals to
particulars, to know how to structure and prioritize relationships between like as well as discordant concepts. Such a
process of thinking is fundamental to the leadership role of
the architect as master builder.
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